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Luminous display and a manufacturing method thereof

Disclosed is a luminous display (1) used for decoration. The display (1) includes a front surface member (2) and a rear surface member (3). Included between the front (2) and rear (3) surface members are transparent (7), middle (8) and lower (88) electrode plates provided between the front (2) and rear (3) surface members, a luminous phosphor layer (9) disposed between the transparent (7) and middle (8) electrode plates, a UV coating layer (2a) provided adjacent to the front surface (2) member, an upper dampproofing layer (4) disposed between the UV coating layer (2a) and the transparent electrode plate (7), a lower dampproofing layer (5) provided adjacent to the rear surface layer (3), an ionized layer (6) provided between the lower (88) and middle electrode plates (8), and a sealing frame (10) placed around the luminous display (1), over the edges of the front (2) and rear (3) surface members and to seal all the layers therebetween.
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